This paper focuses on the issue of sparse matching in cases of extremely wide-base panoramic images such as those acquired by Google Street View in narrow urban streets. In order to effectively use affine point operators for bundle adjustment, panoramas must be suitably rectified to simulate affinity. To this end, a custom piecewise planar projection (triangular prism projection) is applied. On the assumption that the image baselines run parallel to the street façades, the estimated locations of the vanishing lines of the façade plane allow effectively removing projectivity and applying the ASIFT point operator on panorama pairs. Results from comparisons with multi-panorama adjustment, based on manually measured image points, and ground truth indicate that such an approach, if further elaborated, may well provide a realistic answer to the matching problem in the case of demanding panorama configurations.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to their obvious advantages, spherical panoramic images represent today an increasingly common type of imagery. They provide an omnidirectional field of view, thus potentially reducing the number of required images and also providing far more comprehensive views. They may be generated in various ways, yet it is today rather easy to produce panoramas with low costequipment and use of freely available software for automatically stitching together homocentric images onto a sphere, and subsequently mapping them in suitable cartographic projections (Szeliski & Shum, 1997 , Szeliski, 2006 . Spherical panoramas are thus being exploited in several contexts, including indoor navigation, virtual reality applications and, notably, cultural heritage documentation, where the use of panoramas is now regarded as a 'natural extension of the standard perspective images' (Pagani et al., 2011) .
Of course, most important is the availability of street-level panoramas, such as those provided by Google. Its popular service Google Street View (GSV) is a vast dataset with regularly updated, geo-tagged panoramic views of most main streets and roads in several parts of the world, typically acquired at a frequency of~12 m by camera clusters mounted on moving vehicles. Application areas of such pictorial information range, for instance, from space intersection (Tsai & Chang, 2013) to image-based modeling (Torii et al., 2009; Ventura & Höllerer, 2013) , visionbased assistance systems (Salmen et al., 2012) and localization or trajectory estimation of a moving camera (Taneja et al., 2014; Agarwal et al., 2015) .
A central question regarding the metric exploitation of panoramas is their registration (bundle adjustment). Due to its omnidirectional nature, a spherical panorama has the properties of a sphere, i.e. it defines a bundle of 3D rays. In this sense, the issue of "interior orientation" (camera geometry) appears in this case to be irrelevant. However, the particular cartographic projection of the panorama on which image measurements will take place must of course be known; this projection in fact represents the interior orientation of a panorama (Tsironis, 2015) . Panoramas in a known projection each have, therefore, 6 degrees of freedom. If no ground control is available, the 7 parameters of a 3D similarity transformation need to be fixed.
Thus, for instance, Aly & Bouguet (2012) adjust unordered sets of spherical panoramas to estimate their relative pose up to a global scale. Of course, several simplifications are possible if camera movement is assumed to be somehow constrained (e.g. in Fangi, 2015 , small angles are assumed).
A crucial related issue is, of course, automatic point extraction, description and matching. Although spherical operators have indeed been suggested (see Hansen et al., 2010; Cruz-Mota et al., 2012) , practically all researchers rely on standard planar point operators such as SIFT, SURF and ASIFT. Several alternatives have been reported. Agarwal et al. (2015) thus use conventional frames (provided by Google when requested for input from a virtual camera) and match them via SIFT to the image sequence. Mičušík & Košecká (2009) and Zamir & Shah (2011) , on the other hand, employ rectilinear (cubic) projections and SURF or SIFT operators for street panoramas. Majdik et al. (2013) generate artificial affine views of the scene in order to overcome the large viewpoint differences between GSV and low altitude images. Others (Torii et al., 2009; Ventura & Höllerer, 2013 ) match directly on the spherical GSV panoramas but using much denser images than those freely available by Google. Finally, Sato et al. (2011) have suggested the introduction of further constraints into the RANSAC outlier detection process to support automatic establishment of correspondences between wide-base GSV panoramas. In order to match directly on the spherical panoramas with planar operators, the image base needs to be relatively short, as it is the case in most of the publications cited above. To our knowledge, only Sato et al. (2011) have worked on directly matching between standard wide-base GSV panoramas. Such a solution assumes that tentative matches have already been established (e.g. by SIFT, SURF, ASIFT). The concept "wide-base", however, does not refer to the absolute size of the image base itself, but rather on the base-to-distance ratio which in fact determines the intersection angle on homologue rays. Our contribution focuses on matching standard GSV panoramas of rather narrow streets in densely built urban areas. In this context, a street of~8 m width recorded from the street center-line at a step of~12 m produces very unfavourable base-to-distance ratios of about 3:1 with respect to the street façade (in this sense one might speak of 'ultra wide bases'). Such configurations produce large scale variations and strong incompatibilities between the distortions of projected panoramas (plus more occluded areas). It was thus experienced that even the ASIFT operator could just produce only a few valid matches along the baseline, namely close to the two vanishing points of this direction (when the street ended at streets perpendicular to it).
Mičušík & Košecká (2009) point out that panorama representation via piecewise perspective, i.e. projection onto a quadrangular prism rather than on a cylinder, permits point matching algorithms to perform better since their assumption of locally affine distortions is expected to be more realistic for perspective images than for cylindrical panoramas. Corresponding tentatively matched 3D rays may then be validated via robust epipolar geometry estimation to produce the essential matrix E. However, it would be clearly preferable to create virtual views of panoramas as close as possible to affinity (as did Majdik et al., 2013, in order to register frames to panoramas) and subsequently apply the affine operator (ASIFT) developed by Morel & Yu (2009) . Thus, the main purpose of this contribution is to describe, implement and evaluate such an alternative for "ultra wide-base" panoramas. Results will be given and assessed for performed 3D measurements and achieved accuracies.
RETRIEVAL AND ADJUSTMENT OF PANORAMAS

Retrieval of Google Street View panoramic images
In order to retrieve a panoramic image, an algorithm interacting with Google Maps Javascript API and Google Street View API was implemented. The coordinates of the image center in the region of interest need to be specified via the Google Maps Javascript API 1 . They serve as input for retrieving frames of a panorama via the Google Street View API 2 . Frame size was set to 640640, the horizontal field of view to 45º; hence, image resolution is determined by the field of view. Frames were collected with the yaw angle (azimuth) step set to 22.5º (50% horizontal overlap), starting at 0º (direction North), for three consecutive frame strips with respective pitch angles 0º, 22.5º and 45º (roll angle was zero). Thus, 48 frames were retrieved for a panorama.
The individual frames were stitched together to a new spherical panoramic image using the open source photo-stitcher Hugin 3 . The software allows generating several 2D projections of spherical panoramas; here the cylindrical equidistant projection (plate 1 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/ 2 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/streetview/ 3 http://hugin.sourceforge.net/ carrée) was used. The size of the projected panoramas at this resolution was around 4.9001400 (for a coverage of 360º100º), which is equivalent to an angular resolution  = 0º.073.
Bundle adjustment
The geographical (, ) and Cartesian (X, Y, Z) coordinate systems of a sphere with O as its center are seen in Fig. 1 . Its most usual representation is through a cylindrical equidistant projection (equirectangular projection or plate carrée), seen in Fig. 2 . A point in the image coordinate system x, y is transformed to ,  by means of the angular resolution as  = x,  = y. Hence, each image point defines a ray in space; its equation is the basis of bundle adjustment. Since all panoramas had been requested with no rotations, the adjustment can be simplified by assuming that unknowns are only the relative translation parameters. To optimize stitching (and to refine orientation), Hugin exploits verticality of automatically extracted straight lines for leveling the panorama, i.e. ensuring that pitch and roll angles equal zero. This "upright constraint" of a common vertical orientation may well serve as a simplifying constraint on pose estimation (Ventura & Höllerer, 2013) . Indeed, we adjusted with manual image point measurements several pairs of GSV panoramas stitched by Hugin and found negligible differences in their relative rotation angles. Finally, this was also verified by similarity transformations between known points on a house façade and their reconstruction from panoramas with rotation angles assumed to be zero (see Section 4).
Hence, only 4 (rather than 7) degrees of freedom must be fixed in GSV multi-panorama or stereo-panorama bundle adjustments, i.e. three translations and scale (as provided by the GPS data). 
AUTOMATIC POINT MATCHING AND FILTERING
As mentioned, a usual technique for automatic key-point extraction and matching on panorama pairs is to change from the standard equirectangular projection to a cubic one. The latter consists of six typical planar central projections, hence point operators such as SIFT, or ASIFT, may be used for feature extraction and matching. However, due to the "ultra wide" baseline conditions of this project, such a projection is not very efficient as no sufficient overlapping areas exist. An approach adopted here is to generate a custom projection, namely a "triangular prism projection" (TPP). This consists of central projections on three vertical planes which form a triangular prism in 3D space. Each projection, which is actually a conventional perspective image, has here a field of view of 120º, both vertically and horizontally. TPP plots on the horizontal plane as an equilateral triangle, with one of its vertices lying on the projection of the baseline of the stereo pair on this plane (point V in Fig. 3 ). Only two of the three TPP images are used here (4 TPP image components per panorama, i.e. as many as in standard cubic projections), as seen in Fig. 3 . Overall, TPP represents a generalization of the cubic projection with adaptive FOV angle per image component, designed to behave optimally in similar wide baseline conditions. The particular geometry of this projection was designed for establishing correspondences on adjacent panoramas; the issue of finding matches on panorama triplets has not been addressed. In spite of the use of a robust point operator such as ASIFT, however, no sufficient matches in any pair emerged on these projections. Hence, a 2D projective transformation is applied to each image of the TPP (which has a wider FOV than the standard cubic projection, and thus allows more extended reconstruction), under the hypothesis of the planar nature of façades in urban environments as well as the near-parallelism of the baselines of the stereo pairs with the basic plane of the street façade. This transformation maps the vanishing line of the façade plane back to the line at infinity (Hartley & Zisserman, 2003) . In our particular case, the vanishing lines do not need to be computed using image features (e.g. by line extraction to find orthogonal vanishing points and the vanishing line) as their position on these projections can be safely predicted. Assuming vertical façade plane and baselines which ideally run parallel to it, the vanishing line emerges as intersection of the image plane with a vertical plane containing the vector of the baseline (its trace is V in Fig. 3) . A typical 2D transformation matrix in such a case is of the type of Eq. (1):
where l = (l 1 ,l 2 ,l 3 ) T is the vanishing line in homogeneous coordinates and s an isotropic scaling factor to compensate for any scaling issues that might arise under the transformation.
Theoretically, under this projective transformation a façade plane, and all planes parallel to it, should be reconstructed up to affinities. In practice, however, such rectified images are not totally free of projective distortions due to the uncertain location of the vanishing line; yet this does not impede the use of standard point operators like the ASIFT on such "quasi-affine" views. In fact, ASIFT provided 75-250 initial matches for each stereo pair in our tests. Evidently, not all initial matches represent authentic correspondences. For filtering out false matches, a common approach relies on robust estimation of the essential matrix E for each stereo pair. But before this, a more heuristic technique has been applied to remove obvious blunders. For all matches, the slope of the line connecting the two points, i.e. the ratio of y to the sum of x plus the width of the rectified image, is calculated; median m and standard deviation  for these slope values are computed, and only matches with values in the range m ± k (k = 2 or 3) are kept. In Fig. 4 a simple example is seen. Finally, all paired points remaining after RANSAC filtering are expressed in the geographical system (,) on the panosphere by successively inverting the projective and TPP transformations. But even then erroneous points still manage to survive, namely wrong matches which, nevertheless, satisfy the tolerance of the epipolar constraint. Such points may be detected after a (stereo or multi-image) bundle adjustment. Here, a vertical plane was fitted to all reconstructed points of the pair using RANSAC with a tolerance of ±1 m. Thus, point pairs with wrong disparities are filtered out (at the cost of sacrificing some valid matches). A further measure was to discard points intersected with standard errors above a limit (here 20 cm). An example is seen in Fig. 5 . Concluding, it is stressed that in this specific case (assumed parallelism of baselines to the street façade) one might, of course, simply project the stereo panoramas onto a plane parallel to the façade and perform point matching on these projections; thus, no need for two transformations (TPP projection and projective transformation) would exist. Nonetheless we chose to adopt this more general two-step approach which might also be applicable in instances where parallelism of baselines to street façades cannot be assumed. Vanishing points would then have to be identified on rectilinear projections, such as TPP, with automatic techniques (e.g. Rother, 2002) . It is noted that alternatives for automatically extracting vanishing points directly on equirectangular projections have also been reported (Oh & Jung, 2012) .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our test data consisted of the 11 successive GSV spherical panoramas (i.e. 10 stereo pairs) seen in Fig. 6 . These had been acquired at a step of ~12 m, which covered fully a short straight street (~120 m long,~8 m wide). Initially, a multi-panorama adjustment was performed involving all images, with tie points measured manually directly on equirectangular projections. About 25-50 points were measured on each panorama. It was possible (though tiresome) to carefully select a few tie points common to each panorama triplet. By fixing the projection center of one panorama and scaling the model via the GPS data, unknowns were the model coordinates of the projection centers of all remaining panoramas and those of the tie points. The street runs almost parallel to the West-East direction; its axis is thus close to the X axis and perpendicular to the Y axis (pointing North). The RMS standard errors of the estimated locations of the projective centers (X o , Y o , Z o ) in this system were:
The uncertainty of camera localization emerges as significantly larger along the street axis, since it essentially depends on the limited number of triple intersections. As already mentioned, automatic point matching could be performed here only pairwise. To illustrate this process, Fig. 7 presents a part of the common area of two adjacent panoramas. The corresponding piecewise perspectives of the TPP projections are seen in Fig. 8 , whereas the "quasi-affine" transformations are shown in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 10 the tentative matches on these images obtained by the ASIFT operator are presented. Finally, Fig.  11 shows all final matches on the two panoramas.
Here, unknowns for each panorama pair were the B Y and B Z base components (for B X the value obtained from the multi-panorama adjustment for the corresponding pair was used) and the model coordinates of the automatically matched tie points.
A first evaluation involves the comparison of base components B Y , B Z obtained by both approaches (Table 1 Here again, the model-wise automatic estimation compares well with the results from the manual multi-image solution.
A further evaluation refers to the estimation of street inclination per panorama model. Street slopes between the approximate locations of panorama projection centers were directly measured with an optical inclinometer of an assumed precision of 0.75%. Slope estimates were also derived from the differences in elevation B Z between neighbouring camera positions obtained by the manual (multi-image) and automatic (stereo) adjustments. Their values are tabulated in Table 3 . Slope (%) of the 10 successive street segments.
The automatic model-wise adjustment estimates street slopes with an RMS uncertainty of 1.1%. This value is roughly equivalent to an uncertainty in elevation of 12 cm between camera stations. Considering the inherent uncertainty of the reference data, this comparison is satisfactory. It is noted that the multi-panorama solution compares even better, indicating that, in principle, street slopes might be reliably estimated from GSV imagery.
A final comparison uses the check points of Fig. 12 (measured by tape on a house façade), which had also been included and reconstructed as tie points in the multi-panorama adjustment. These points, which appeared in two models (A, B), were subsequently intersected using their manually measured image coordinates and the corresponding values for B X (obtained by the multi-panorama adjustment) and B Y , B Z (from the two automatic stereo solutions). The check points thus reconstructed were compared with the field measurements via 7-parameter 3D similarity transformations. Results for scale differences and rotation angles are presented in The standard error of the adjustment implies that the reconstructed points fit well the ground data in all instances, namely even in the case of the automatic adjustment of independent models. The very small pitch and roll angles indicate that the "upright" assumption is realistic, in the sense that for many practical purposes the Z axis of suitably retrieved and projected GSV panoramas may indeed be considered as vertical. On the other hand, a clear scaling problem is, of course, observed between the provided GPS information (which served for scaling the panorama models) and the field measurements.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The information potential of street-level panoramic images, like those of Google Street View, is widely acknowledged. A variety of approaches and applications with differing degrees of automation, such as those cited here, are being constantly reported. A crucial factor regarding automation is, obviously, the image acquisition geometry. In cases of densely built areas and relatively narrow streets, the current standard recording step of GSV imagery gives rise to strongly unfavourable base-to-distance ratios, which further aggravate inherent distortions of panoramic configurations and representations. This puts matching among panoramas to the test.
In this contribution the possibility of synthesizing 'quasi-affine' views of successive panoramas of street façades, which can be handled more efficiently by affine point operators, has been investigated. A suitable piecewise (rectilinear) perspective projection has been used, followed by a projective transformation. Alternatively, one might consider the generation of 'quasi-similar' projections by combining the vanishing lines of the street façade and the known internal geometry of the panoramas, and then apply the standard SIFT or SURF operators instead of ASIFT.
Our first trials indicate that sufficient matches on adjacent panoramas may be obtained thus, allowing their successful pairwise adjustment. The described approach has produced satisfactory results. However, for the image geometry studied no matches on more than two adjacent panoramas are apparently possible, i.e. it is not feasible to perform automatic multi-panorama adjustments (which, of course, represent a more robust configuration against the geometry of independent panoramic stereo models). In this direction, the elaboration of representations suitable for multi-panorama matching is a topic of future research.
